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For a time, the Philippines had been one of only few countries in the world without a national ID system and thus, had not enjoyed the benefits savored in countries that have adopted it as India and Kenya, among others. A 2016 Asian Development Bank report described identification systems as a means for developing nations to fast-track the process of accelerating economic and social development.

DATA PRIVACY IN DIGITAL-ERA STATE GOVERNANCE

The prospects for greater innovation and improvement across all processes of government is immense in the digital age, reshaping the backbone and the landscape by which the public sector can address the needs and challenges of society. Described as evolving—even disruptive—technology is making its headway by drastically changing traditional government operations. There has never been a time of massive potential and opportunities not just for government but for all aspects of life. In what is seen to be the oncoming Fourth Industrial Revolution (Schwab 2016), technology is impacting economic, social, cultural, and human environments in scale, scope, and complexity as never before. The exponential rate of its movement with breakthroughs in biotechnology, nanotechnology, artificial intelligence, quantum computing, robotics, and the Internet of Things, among others, is changing many systems including governance (Schwab 2017).

It is heyday for government. The digital age brings in a way of doing things and infrastructure that speed up the delivery of services to citizens that vastly improve utilization of resources and access to governmental services, while also adding to transparency and greater accountability. In 2012, the United Nations e-government assessment anchored on integrated services of various public services through single sign-ons on portals, that enriched citizen experience, enabled back office integration across departments, and reinforced institutional arrangements (UN 55-72). Tremendous advancements have happened since then with governments continually pursuing reforms in key aspects of government to boost citizen participation, streamline processes, weed out duplication, and review policies to fit the digital age.
Fueling the evolving digital society is data, said to be the “new oil” (The Guardian 2013) that every tech-driven endeavor cannot move without and the quality of which determines the value and usefulness of such endeavor. Data is to the information age as oil is to the industrial age. Authentic, complete, accurate, and reliable data produced and collected by the government enable the latter to improve policies and regulations, provide quality services, recognize rights and entitlements, eliminate corruption, raise accountability, build trust in public institutions, and be the backdrop against which government performance is regularly measured. In this sense, data has become a public good (Shah 2018) and the challenge now is how data can be better used in aid of quality governance. This is at the core of governing in the digital age.

Efficiently managing data is thus essential to effective governance, especially as citizen requirements and interactions with government generate information, and government making useful data available creates an informed populace that is better able to engage and contribute to nation-building. With data as a public good—a social good—and with its vast potential to aid governance, governments must thus seek strong data responsibility legislation that guides data owners and/or managers on their roles and obligations in collecting, managing, sharing, and protecting data and data stakeholders. Needing particular protection are personal data, the exposure of which is getting larger as the technology ecosystem is moving without and the quality of which determines the value and usefulness of such endeavor. Proper stewardship of information and ensuring personal data security and protection have never been more critical.

Data privacy and protection laws of governments around the world have time and again been put to test in their discernment of what constitutes a violation and in their ability to deal with cases in their jurisdictions that at times transcended territorial boundaries. Even countries that are more sophisticated in its ways and have tighter rules on user data have not been spared, as highlighted in the case of former National Security Agency (NSA) contractor Edward Snowden who leaked highly classified information from the NSA in 2013, the British global political consultancy Cambridge Analytica security breach in March 2018 in which about 87 million Facebook users data were illegally collected through an online personality quiz in a bid to help candidate Donald Trump, and the ongoing accusations against Chinese company Huawei over national security issues in countries where the former provides its technology.

The Philippine Government, too, has its data privacy laws under challenge and scrutiny. The next statements will look into how the Philippine government’s understanding and thrusts in that area have moved forward and how this government can fail or succeed. It will be against the backdrop of the Philippines national identification system that was signed into law in August last year, and in light of major data breaches such as the Comeleaks in 2016 that exposed over 70 million voters’ registration data and the massive passport data mishandling at the Department of Foreign Identification system that was signed into law in August last year, and in light of major data breaches such as the Comeleaks in 2016 that exposed over 70 million voters’ registration data and the massive passport data mishandling at the Department of Foreign Affairs this year, and these against the enforcement of Republic Act No. 10173 (Data Privacy Act of 2012) that is said to follow internationally accepted data protection and privacy standards.

IMPLEMENTING THE PHILIPPINE NATIONAL ID SYSTEM

The Philippine government is at the center of a large-scale digital metamorphosis. It is looking to better decisions and faster services, as well as greater inclusion with the signing into law of the country’s first national ID system (R.A. No. 11055) at a budget of PhP25 billion. It took the country awhile to finally set up an identification system of such scale, but with the Data Privacy Act of 2012 in place and with a determined presidency, the government is emboldened to realize this legislative agenda to scale up an identification system and set it for implementation.

For a time, the Philippines had been one of only few countries in the world without a national ID system and thus, had not enjoyed the benefits savored in countries that have adopted it as India and Kenya, among others. A 2016 Asian Development Bank report described identification systems as a means for developing nations to fast-track the process of accelerating economic and social development. More than merely planning and integrating government services, providing the same to the people, and addressing the issues of social and financial inclusion and governance, ID systems help protect each citizen’s fundamental rights, allowing citizens to vote, move across borders, and access opportunities, among others. Such systems also “provide transparency in governance, curb leakages in government spending, generate valuable insights for government policies, and ensure that every citizen is counted in every governance process (ADB 1-7).”

The 2015 Brookings financial inclusion report and scoreboard (Villasenor et al 2015) put the Philippines in 15th place and commended the country for having effectively provided access to
a wide range of financial services for all Filipinos, with micro-loans surging 333 percent since 2002. Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas’ own financial inclusion report for the same year, though, showed that only 31.3 percent of Filipino adults had a formal bank account and only four out of ten indicated that they saved money. More optimism was seen for subsequent years should the country set up an ID system that would open doors to more inclusion especially for the unemployed and informal sectors. Adding to the impetus for a national ID system was a report that 14 percent of Filipinos were denied government and other financial services due to a lack of proper identification documents (ABS-CBN 2018).

Looking far ahead, the Philippines is put in a backdrop of global competition, not just for establishing an edge but perhaps also for survival. Already the world, for one, is looking at which cities will contribute most to global growth. A study by Oxford Economics, a leading independent global economic consultancy that identified future trends and market opportunities in the world’s largest 750 cities (representing 57% of global gross domestic product and expected to contribute 61% by the year 2030), taking into account population size, age, and income per capita, showed Asia with top 10 of those cities along with New York City in contributing the most to global economic growth by 2030. While the Philippines had not surfaced among this list of top countries, the country can very well gain insight and impetus from the phenomenon happening in its neighborhood (Britton 2017).

The digital ID system is presented as a crucial enabler for financial inclusion with its potential to address the age-old problem of lack of verifiable IDs, which turns away small-value transactors from economic and other opportunities (BSP 2017). The digital age of speed and unprecedented processing power in an enabling environment had reduced the financial exclusion of adults across Asia and the Pacific to about 1 billion.
The national ID system centralizes all personal information of every Filipino citizen and resident alien and generates a Philippine ID (PhilID) and PhilSys Number (PSN) that will be used to authenticate one’s identity in all government and private sector transactions, including application to schools, application for passport, driver’s license, tax-related transactions, voter’s registration, and bank transactions. Besides being a ticket to financial inclusion and ease of doing business in the country, the national ID also opens up access to government services especially for the poor and marginalized, thereby making public service delivery more efficient while also reducing bureaucratic red tape and corruption, and preventing fraudulent claims. It is even hoped to reduce poverty by removing political influence on the distribution of goods and opportunities. There is the belief, as it is, that the root of poverty in the Philippines is also largely political (Timberman 2018).

While there had been attempts in past administrations to secure a national ID system to facilitate access to social welfare, healthcare, financial, and other services, these had been met with strong opposition, legal challenges, budget issues, and weak public support, among others. Resistance had been so strong that the government in past administrations gave in instead to data redundancy as these allowed different government agencies to issue separate identification numbers to individuals, requiring them to provide data multiple times.

Considered a “foundational ID,” the national ID is expected to supersede all 14 previous separate government ID systems, including the Unified Multi-purpose ID (UMID) which used to be the most interconnected ID as it integrated ID numbers from the Social Security System (SSS), Government Service Insurance System (GSIS), Philippine Health Insurance Corporation (Philhealth), and the Home Development Mutual Fund (Pag-ibig). It may be noted that the UMID covers only around 20 percent of the 101 million Philippine population. Despite having been finally signed into law by President Rodrigo Duterte in August 2018, the Philippine Identification System Act that put in place this national ID remains disconcerted by strong resistance from certain sectors despite the innumerable benefits raised.

Those against the national ID system cite the possibilities of abuses of power that such a robust database of personal information might initiate, including various forms of discrimination, state oppression, and surveillance. Proponents’ and adversaries’ opposing views on the system abound. A paper published by technology and rights advocacy group Foundation for Media Alternatives (FMA 2018), for example, expounded on both sides, while hopeful that the country’s first comprehensive data protection law (R.A. No. 10173 or the Data Privacy Act of 2012) as well as every citizen’s vigilance of potential abuses will hold the dangers of the system’s implementation at bay. Whether opponents or adversaries, it is apparent that the issue of trust in government and in digital space hang in the balance and will be critical in determining success or failure in the system’s implementation.

Now that the national identification system is set, how can it succeed? A critical populace can spell the opposite, but if only to ensure that the billions of taxpayers’ money will find its way to significant benefits for all, the proper stewardship of information lies among the key aspects, along with consideration of some tenets and suggestions to add to the wisdom of law and policy structures already put in place to make sure that these privacy laws follow the developments of the times.

**Personal data is private and sacred.** The right to privacy is imbedded in the Constitution and is held sacred for its vast implications on human dignity and freedom, among others. Such freedom is taken away from individuals in data breaches when certain important decisions impacting them are made without their awareness or participation, hence, denying these individuals control over their lives. When people feel their personal information are held hostage by an entity as the state and put at risk for discrimination or suspicion, they will feel impeded in their exercise of the freedom to express themselves or to associate whether in social or political activities. Furthermore, this privacy, this anonymity, is thus important as it ensures that people treat each other as free people and equals despite differences and incompatibilities in their identities, beliefs, affiliations, interests, etc. This sense of freedom and equality are elements for democratic politics that structure and limit competition for power (Lever 109). Truly, the risk of a data breach is deeply personal especially given that the data one provides the government can live in perpetuity, not erased following what should be ephemeral transactions for goods or services.

A person’s inputs into the data requirements of the national ID system (including biometric information as fingerprints, iris scan and photograph, among others) and every information added from thereof with every transaction using one’s assigned ID number (enrolling in school, purchasing a plane ticket, or making a claim with a government agency), pile into an ever-growing data mound and a record history that gradually creates a profile of experiences and preferences, soon becoming an intimate portrait of the individual. While there is merit to the importance of having an audit trail or history in every individual’s record to maintain the integrity of the information contained, as well as for transparency on how every individual’s information is being processed, the buildup is such that this can enable another, this time an entity which is the government holding such details, to gain not just information on the person but also insights from the record on that person’s beliefs,
outlook, and character at an exponential rate. A narrative based on
the individual’s information may also even be possibly formed or
manipulated to build a profile fitting the objective, which could be
malicious, of whoever has that information on hand.

With this exponential risk despite the espoused exponential benefit,
a few thoughts are surfaced. First, there should be limits in the
collection of personal data, and there should be no hoarding of
data. Criteria of inclusion should start with what data are necessary
to carry on the objective, not a collect-all-data-now approach for
purposes or value still unknown. This is spot-on risk avoidance
in that the question of whether the data asked are necessary in
the first place reduces the possibility of unnecessary but sensitive
data from going into the system. Cautious as all should be, this
minimization of data, this collection of the least amount of personal
information on need-only basis is the way to go. Data regulators,
controllers, and managers should look into the challenges and
lessons encountered in other countries in implementing their
national ID systems and in enforcing their data privacy laws. India’s
Aadhaar, the world’s largest biometric ID system and the one
on which the Philippines’ ID system is being modelled after, was
allegedly breached by rogue agents selling access (meant
for government officials) to its central database for just a
few hundred rupees, compromising over 130 million IDs
of its over a billion ID holders. While following Aadhaar’s trail
for best practices, the country is best to pay attention also
to the lessons and realizations in implementation.

While India grapples with the incident, closed networks for
highly vulnerable data could also be looked into as an
option, although such action could work against the full
potential of big data. Some countries have actually started
on this effort of hardening their internet systems, so a
collaborative global discussion of this intervention is imminent.
And as there is no such thing as perfect digital security on the internet, the country must scrutinize other models as the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), checking how advanced nations draw the line to effectively shield sensitive data while managing necessary personal information. The new EU regulation is getting organizations upbeat in reassessing and beefing up their data privacy and data security governance strategies given the growing sophistication of cybercrimes. The Philippines must look into its own data security governance strategy that most of all should prioritize the data subjects’ rights, conduct regular risk assessments, and adjust policies and procedures to accommodate new threats to security as soon as these are identified. Data controllers should also be upbeat on best practices across the globe given the wide-ranging, intercontinental nature and capabilities of cybercrimes.

High penalties as deterrents to crimes may also be considered, noting how advanced models like GDPR comes with high fines for noncompliance to dissuade would-be cyber criminals. Awareness of best practices and penalties, among others, will force regulators and even mere users to develop a culture of discernment and good practices.

Consultation is key. Citizen and stakeholder engagement in developing laws and regulations is a primary feature of democracy and good governance. In democracies, citizens are entitled to participate in government—in formulating, executing, and judging matters of public policy, and would even have a role in the quality of democracy (Michels 2011). Consultation is an opportunity to participate, and in this exercise, greater accountability is built on public to carry on this undertaking. There is room for adjustments as each other as equals despite differences in beliefs, interests and identities. With the system’s robust information of individuals and the questions on the law’s implementing rules and regulations (after not having been subjected enough to consultations), there could be a fine line that separates proper use of information and an encroachment or a violation of privacy, such that the whole system could be misconstrued and can actually be a comprehensive surveillance system. Indeed, there can be many ways that one’s record history can be used against him or her, and one does not necessarily have to be guilty of anything. The system’s record history (R.A. No. 11055) can, over considerable time, develop into a centralized file that will give a detailed history of an individual’s activities, tracking each transaction one makes. This may pave the way for “dataveillance” (a recent term coming from this secret tracking through data) or a comprehensive surveillance system.

The national ID system, controversial as the concept had been regarded since its inception, had enjoyed popular support just before it was signed into law. A Social Weather Stations (SWS) survey conducted in June 2018 showed that three in every five Filipinos believed that such a system will be helpful to them (SWS 2018). The SWS survey also showed that 61 percent of Filipinos had trust that the government will protect information that will be fed into the system. This survey on the national ID system that it is, has been the subject of public outcry for lack of consultation. Data privacy and human rights groups complained of rushed approval of the law’s implementing rules and regulations. With what was considered token consultations with the public, the groups begrudged the too little opportunity to be heard on critical issues that needed to be raised, including those on handling of biometric exceptions, introducer-based registration, issues with function creep or seeding and shadow databases that allows offline authentication but may open up the system to greater risks, handling of authentication failures, deactivation of the ID number or the cancellation of the ID, and application in purely digital transactions, among others (GMA 2018).

Despite the rhetoric, the national ID system, a data-intensive system that it is, has been the subject of public outcry for lack of consultation. Data privacy and human rights groups complained of rushed approval of the law’s implementing rules and regulations. With what was considered token consultations with the public, the groups begrudged the too little opportunity to be heard on critical issues that needed to be raised, including those on handling of biometric exceptions, introducer-based registration, issues with function creep or seeding and shadow databases that allows offline authentication but may open up the system to greater risks, handling of authentication failures, deactivation of the ID number or the cancellation of the ID, and application in purely digital transactions, among others (GMA 2018).

The national ID system, controversial as the concept had been regarded since its inception, had enjoyed popular support just before it was signed into law. A Social Weather Stations (SWS) survey conducted in June 2018 showed that three in every five Filipinos believed that such a system will be helpful to them (SWS 2018). The SWS survey also showed that 61 percent of Filipinos had trust that the government will protect information that will be fed into the system. This survey on the national ID system that it is, has been the subject of public outcry for lack of consultation. Data privacy and human rights groups complained of rushed approval of the law’s implementing rules and regulations. With what was considered token consultations with the public, the groups begrudged the too little opportunity to be heard on critical issues that needed to be raised, including those on handling of biometric exceptions, introducer-based registration, issues with function creep or seeding and shadow databases that allows offline authentication but may open up the system to greater risks, handling of authentication failures, deactivation of the ID number or the cancellation of the ID, and application in purely digital transactions, among others (GMA 2018).

The government can take advantage of this initial popularity with the public to carry on this undertaking. There is room for adjustments as the project moves along to ensure that the provisions of the privacy law are met and the risks are avoided. Poor consultations moving forward can backfire and can impact on the success of this major undertaking.

Government should harness technology to connect better and be closer to its citizens and stakeholders for sound public policy. Its role adjusts with the evolving times in bridging the public to these technologies.

Citizens’ opt in to the national ID system is not a yes to state control or surveillance. Based on the same SWS survey results, 49 percent of those surveyed believed that the government will not use the national ID against its oppositionists or detractors. While only 13 percent expressed little trust in this regard, 39 percent were undecided.

As said, upholding privacy supports democratic politics and limits power of one or a few by enabling people to see and treat each other as equals despite differences in beliefs, interests and identities. With the system’s robust information of individuals and the questions on the law’s implementing rules and regulations (after not having been subjected enough to consultations), there could be a fine line that separates proper use of information and an encroachment or a violation of privacy, such that the whole system could be misconstrued and can actually be a comprehensive surveillance system. Indeed, there can be many ways that one’s record history can be used against him or her, and one does not necessarily have to be guilty of anything. The system’s record history (R.A. No. 11055) can, over considerable time, develop into a centralized file that will give a detailed history of an individual’s activities, tracking each transaction one makes. This may pave the way for “dataveillance” (a recent term coming from this secret tracking through data) or a comprehensive surveillance system.

The existence of the Data Privacy Act of 2012 reinforces the state’s “commitment” to having a legal recourse in the event of violation of one’s privacy. Interestingly, the country’s Human Security Act of 2007 (a major anti-terrorism law that enables surveillance) is mandated to comply with the Privacy Act. The law imposes penalties of fines or imprisonment for any person who illegally discloses information from the system or uses it for unauthorized purposes. There is a challenge, however, to implement the law on breaches in surveillance by the very confidential nature of the act.
While state surveillance is not defined under Philippine law, it is commonly understood as the close monitoring of activity, behavior, information, and communications of an individual by the state. In some instances, it can also be conducted on groups or populations. Surveillance can be carried out through wiretapping, bugging, physical monitoring, dataveillance as would be in this case, and some other more sophisticated means. One cannot know the extent of government surveillance in the country because of the secret nature of the act itself.

Treating people and their data as tools for certain other people’s purposes is morally wrong. When a person or persons are denied influence over matters that may have serious implications on their lives, liberty, social standing, and their prospects, and they have no recourse for comment, appeal, or compensation by the secret nature of the act (of surveillance), the power involved is fundamentally undemocratic, even if not absolute. Even when a state may use surveillance to achieve what could be noble ends, this clandestine monitoring runs against the core democratic idea that people are entitled to govern themselves freely and as equals, and there could be no equals when there is a secret watchful eye for ends that are not known or have not been approved by citizens or their representatives. State surveillance leaves people vulnerable to misinterpretation of their actions as well as to the misuse of state power, and over time builds an atmosphere in which the state is perceived as threatening and people are reduced to being powerless and defenseless individuals.

People, in this case, should be entitled to raise and discuss with government the latter’s policy on surveillance, in the same way that citizens discuss policies on justice, education, employment, and welfare, among others, inasmuch as government surveillance can be detrimental to individual lives and liberties. And where there is a violation of rights, people must be able to find whether or not government has indeed acted in covert ways, in which case the remedies should cover also that nature of government action (Newell 216-219). Add to this would be adherence to proportionality, retention periods, and implementation of better security measures to prevent data misuse.

Government officials and personnel must continually reinvent themselves. The country’s Data Privacy Act is intended to be “a 21st century law for 21st century concerns and crimes,” seeking to be world-class and designed to be comprehensive. This means that government officials and personnel must measure up to this new, fast-changing environment for which they must regularly reinvent themselves to contribute to an ever improving governance policy on data security and data privacy that is attuned to the times. To do so, the government should seek well-selected personnel who will be periodically trained not just to manage the technical and administrative requirements of the system but to also effectively collaborate with business, civil society, other stakeholders, and global regulators.

The ability of public authorities and government systems to move with the evolving environment through fast decision-making and effective policy-making will determine success and survival of the undertaking. With the entire bureaucracy in tow, government must be as modern, tech-savvy, and innovative while pursuing the public good.
Klaus Schwab, in describing how to manage what he called the fourth industrial revolution that emerges from this digital phenomenon, said that, “Neither technology nor the disruption that comes with it is an exogenous force over which humans have no control...” and suggests that people should grasp the opportunity and exercise the power to shape “a future that reflects our common objectives and values.” In the end, he said, it all comes down to people and values. The digital revolution is yet to draw the best in the human race in terms of creativity, empathy, and stewardship, to lead to a new collective and moral consciousness based on a shared sense of destiny (Schwab 2016).

Along that line, government must thus resolve to establish a shared view among the people of how technology should affect lives and shape economic, social, cultural, and human environments. But within itself, it must also reflect on how it can project leadership by closing in on the best scenarios by which citizens can gain greater confidence given their knowledge of what happens when their data is given and have greater control over how their data is retained and shared not only within government environments but also outside where personal data may flow out (as the GDPR for instance is giving EU citizens and consumers greater control with any institution that collects data from them). Proactively, government can provide better clarity and codify how agencies, whether inside or outside government, should gather, use, and dispose of personal data.

Insofar as government is expected to design and implement policies that enhance the country’s vitality and welfare, it is imperative for it to also actively engage non-state actors in healthy consultation and discourse on matters that affect the public that they represent, to address national thrusts and concerns in a holistic way, and to lessen resistance with greater consonance among all. These discussions should even lead towards a better view of the state’s policy on state security and surveillance, for one, to ease suspicion or discomfort and uncertainty that make people withdraw rather than engage with government.

The business sector and civil society, on the other hand, must join hands with government in instilling data privacy, security, and protection as necessary parts in business strategy and nation-building.

The business sector needs to reflect on adjustments that are called for in its online business model—that includes how the sector collects and uses data—to address customers’ growing concerns and apprehensions, in this way recovering the trust and loyalty now increasingly lost due to unscrupulous practices and misuse of data in business operations. Proactively, too, given the sector’s access to resources, it can pursue models of more robust security and privacy protection that create or bring back trust and loyalty of customers and share with government and the bigger society for mutual benefits.

Civil society, whether or not with government, but most especially with government, should pursue its agenda for social change inasmuch as technology has permeated personal lives. As the aggregate of non-governmental organizations and institutions that seek to represent the interests and will of citizens, and aim to provide checks and balances in democracies’ increase, the country should benefit from civil society’s capacity for participatory engagement, its ability to influence government and hold it accountable, and the extent by which it is able to promote the “common good” and protect the welfare of people especially the weak and disenfranchised with unmitigated access to private data. It can employ any or all of the strategies that it does best—raising political and judicial awareness of related issues, bringing down the discourse to sensitize the
local folks, ratcheting up the pressure to resolve critical concerns by organizing forums or using social media, lobbying, sending petitions to national and international bodies, proposing new laws or amending existing laws, and contesting critical issues in the courts to establish clear positions. Civil society can also provide the platform with which to better connect beyond local boundaries and join hands with the global community.

With government, business, and civil society collaboration, a continuing effort to refine implementing rules and regulations of the data privacy law, as of other laws, can remain dynamic and relevant to the times.

As pertaining to the Philippines national identity system, its potential as a development tool can only materialize if its stakeholders will apply this same vigilance and action towards leading the system into maturity and stability to enable it to support the development process, as has been the experience with the identity systems of other countries (ADB 1-7).

With such a shared view of the future, to say that technology will lead to the erosion of privacy would therefore be misleading, as this can only occur when people surrender to the course instead of building vigilance and action against man-made violations to data subjects’ rights.
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